Meditations: LSR2213LP
saxophones / eﬀects

Mutations: LSR2214LP

saxophones / clarinet / eﬀects

Two evocative new albums produced by Julien Wilson for Lionsharecords
Mixed and mastered by Philip Rex (Tonelab)
Available as limited edition 180gm LPs through MGM Distribution
and as 16 or 24bit digital downloads at lionsharecords.com
OfHicial release date: 11/11/22
A contrasting yet complimentary pair of solo albums created by one of Australia’s leading
saxophonists. Building upon the creative developments presented on STOCK (LSR20207), an
intoxicating new world of Melodic Electroacoustic Cinematic Soundscapes has been created
using just woodwinds and realtime electronic manipulation. Renowned for his contributions to
jazz-aligned projects with Barney McAll, Sam Anning, Andrea Keller, Jonathan Zwartz and Mike
Nock, the music Julien presents on these new recordings is closer to Jon Hassell’s ethereal and
hypnotic FourthWorld creations. This is more atmospheric adventure than ‘solo saxophone’.

Upcoming Solo Concerts
October 29th - Holy Trinity Cathedral - Wangaratta Jazz Festival
November 5th - Perth International Jazz Festival
MEDITATIONS features “Stories of fathomless humanity… as close to directly communing with
another human soul as art can contrive. Light shines through this music – muted, like afternoon sun
through a high window. [The electronic eﬀects create] environments in which the saxophone
unfolds its stories, rather as birds sing in trees.” John Shand, Sydney Morning Herald
MUTATIONS is “An expanding Universe of sound bursting with sentience - like nothing that has
come before it. An imperfectly perfect melding of acoustic and electric, earth and air, tar and
crystal. Musical boundaries evaporate. This is permanent. Immediate. Resplendent. This is NEW.”
Adam Page, Wizard Tone Records
Media Requests: 16 or 24bit downloads, private streaming links, background info on each album,
liner notes and High Res 300DPI album covers are all available upon request. Please note spelling
when including lionsharecords in online playlists or reviews. Thanks for listening.
Web: www.lionsharecords.com email: info@julienwilson.com Ph: +61 413 595985

